LEAVING
A LEGACY

City Hospice provides free end of life care and support to over
1000 patients and their families each year throughout Cardiff

WHAT CITY HOSPICE
DOES...
City Hospice provides free end of life care and support to over 1000 patients and their families
each year throughout Cardiff. With less than 35% of our funding coming from the NHS, we still
need to raise at least £2million every year so we never have to turn a patient away.
Being diagnosed with a terminal illness can be frightening for both the patient and their
loved ones. The dedicated and caring team at City Hospice are here to provide reassurance
and a listening ear to ease their worries and help them adjust to their diagnosis. All of our
care is focused on making sure patients can make the most of every day and continue to
make precious memories with their loved ones.
Every year the demand for City Hospice’s services are increasing. Every year we work with
more patients with life-limiting conditions such as Dementia, Cancer, Motor Neurone
Disease (MND) and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). It is becoming more
and more difficult to find the funds to meet this need as demand grows.

WHAT A GIFT IN YOUR WILL COULD DO…
Leaving a gift in your will can make a real difference to those who find themselves in need of
City Hospice care. Here are some of the ways that your gift can make a difference to our work:
• £1,000 could cover the cost of keeping our
patient minibus on the road for a whole
year, meaning patients can travel to and
from our hospice centre for clinics,
therapies and social activities.
• £15,000 could allow us to fund 2 part
time reflexologists for two years, helping
both patients and their families to relax
and cope with stress and anxiety at the
most difficult time of their lives.
• £20,000 could help towards a music
therapy project, which would provide
terminally ill patients with an alternative
way of communicating through music,
particularly those patients who are
suffering from the late-stages of Dementia,
Motor Neurone Disease and other
neurologoical and respiratory disorders.

• £35,000 could help to fund a
Bereavement Counsellor for a whole
year, which can offer families
the opportunity to talk about their
situation, the diagnosis and their
emotions surrounding it.
• £100,000 could help us fund two more
Clinical Nurse Specialists for a whole
year, who will visit patients in their own
homes throughout Cardiff; explain
and offer tailored advice on physical
symptom control and treatments, as well
as offering psychological and
emotional support.
If, after making provision for your loved
ones, you were to leave just 1% of your
estate to City Hospice, it would make a
very real difference to patients like these
and would create a lasting tribute to you.

Leaving a legacy to City Hospice simply involves adding a short paragraph to your will.
We recommend that you use a solicitor to help you do this.
SUGGESTED WORDING;
To leave a share of your estate
“ I give City Hospice of Ty Hosbis, Whitchurch Hospital Grounds, Park Road, Whitchurch,
Cardiff, CF14 7BF, registered charity number 1023311 (all / __% of the residue) of my estate
absolutely for its general charitable purposes and I declare that the receipt of the
Business Support Manager or other proper officer at City Hospice for the time being shall
be a sufficient discharge to my executors(s) ”
To leave a cash gift
“ I give City Hospice of Ty Hosbis, Whitchurch Hospital Grounds, Park Road, Whitchurch,
Cardiff, CF14 7BF, registered charity number 1023311 the sum of (£ specific words and
figures) free of tax for its general charitable purposes and I declare that the receipt of
the Business Support Manager or other proper officer at City Hospice for the time being
shall be a sufficient discharge to my executors(s) ”
CONTACT DETAILS FOR MORE INFORMATION
Mollie Borg (Business Support Manager)
Call City Hospice on 02920 524150 or email mollie.borg@cityhospice.org.uk

JARGON BUSTER
Administrator
Testator (male) or testatrix (female)
someone who is appointed to arrange your the person who is making the will
affairs if you don’t leave a will
Reversionary
Beneficiary
also known as a gift in trust
an individual or charity that will receive a
legacy in your will
A special gift (or pecuniary gift)
Bequest or legacy
a gift in a will to a person or charity
Chattels and movables
your personal possessions, including
furniture and car
Estate
your assets and liabilities at death

this is a donation of a fixed amount

A residuary gift
you can choose to leave us a percentage of
what is left in your estate once you have
provided for your loved ones
Specific legacy
a particular named item, for example a
piece of jewellery, furniture or painting

Executor(s)
Contingent legacy
the person(s) appointed by an individual in
a will, or by the court, who are responsible A legacy dependent upon an event, which
may, or may not happen. For example,
for administrating your estate at death
a legacy that applies only if other
beneficiaries names in the will die before
Intestate and intestacy
the person who wrote the will does.
you are said to be intestate if you die
without making a will. Intestacy is the
name for this situation

Probate
the legal procedure to confirm your will is
valid and to give your executor power to
deal with your estate

Codicil
you can update your will by writing a
codicil; this legally binding document
should be written with assistance from
your solicitor and will be added as an
amendment to your will.

Restricted fund
monies or property required to be held for
a specific project or cause, rather than for
the general funds of a charity

If you already have a will, and choose to
also remember City Hospice, you can do
this by adding a legacy to City Hospice by
codicil.
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